UNECE WPLA

PROGRAMME OF WORK
2016–2017

9th Session of UNECE WPLA
Geneva, 26–27 February 2015
I. Capacity-building and international knowledge sharing

II. Land administration reviews

III. Studies on selected topics in land management
Objective:

To increase the capacity of UNECE member States to formulate policies on land administration and management.

Actions:

- Organizing 4 workshops;
- Contribution to the UNECE REM roundtable discussions;
- Presenting the work of WPLA and providing advice on land management.
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II) Land administration reviews

Objective:
To provide, upon the request of a member State, an assessment of member State land administration systems and guidelines to enhance these systems.

Action:
- Developing member State land administration reviews as part of the UNECE country profiles on housing and land management.
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III) Studies on selected topics in land management

**Objective:**

To study issues in land management of interest to member States and develop publications containing analyses of this issue to help member States better understand the current status of land management and thus formulate more targeted and effective policies.

**Actions:**

- Conducting a study on the elaboration of Smart City Indicators;
- Organizing the dissemination of conclusions and recommendations of “Informal Settlements: Challenges and Opportunities from South-East Europe” and reviewing the situation of informal settlements in other member States;
- Conducting a study on “Cities and human settlements in coastal areas: preventing and mitigating the risks of impacts of natural and human induced disasters”, elaborating a classification system for cities in coastal zones and identifying management options aimed at preventing or mitigating the risks of impacts in cities in coastal areas.
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THANK YOU
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